CHAPTER 1: ARTIST'S STATEMENT
The purpose of my art is to give insight into different human experiences. I am particularly interested in issues of richness and poverty, both in material and psychological terms. I have come to realize that what really makes human beings rich is not only our material possessions, but also our cultural environment, intelligence, and spirituality.
Having grown up in South Korea, I am interested in comparing life there with where I live now, the United States. Both cultures are unique and different in their own way, each possessing strengths and weaknesses. South Korea, for example, has achieved rapid economic development at the expense of some important aspects of its cultural heritage, while the United States is the world's leading economic power but has a relatively under-developed cultural heritage due to its relatively short history. While thinking about these imbalances, I became interested in the differences, similarities, and variations in human life under different circumstances.
In 2013, I reached an artistic turning point while participating in the Venice Large Format Printmaking and Residency Project in Venice, Italy. This residency in Venice, the "City of Art," provided me with a great opportunity to explore yet another culture, its lifestyle, principles, and cultural heritage. Since then, I have expanded the cultural comparisons in my art to beyond just South Korea and the United States to include Italy.
For my art, I focus on combining and layering images, and the principles and elements of art and design in compositional spaces. My work is symbolic, narrative, and abstract. I use symbolic objects from Italy, South Korea, and the United States, and with color, design, and composition, strive to represent both visual dynamics and harmony in each work. For example, I have used images of a magic castle from American popular culture and historic architecture from European countries to represent abundance, and images of a boy carrying water, fishing boys, and potatoes to depict poverty.
I have also combined media such as photographs, painting, pattern design, printmaking, textile design and digital printing on fabric. A wide range of traditional methods is paired with contemporary techniques and digital technology such as image processing software Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator, and InDesign.
In general, I believe it is difficult for people to see beyond their own personal experiences. Through my work, I want people to realize that one united world can contain vastly different environments and circumstances. My art also attempts to inspire human values such as caring for others who struggle with hardships in a wide range of environments around the world.
CHAPTER 2: ART BEFORE ISU
As a child, I never dreamed of becoming an artist. Growing up in a poor family in Seoul, South Korea, I thought that art or music was a luxury that only rich kids could afford. In addition, it was said that artists cannot make a lot of money; they have to be poor. My rich friends wanted to learn art as a hobby, not as a career. In such an environment, I never imagined that I would end up becoming an artist.
It was not until I met my husband that I started to think about art. I met my husband when I was in my twenties. He was a college student preparing for the prestigious national civil examination, which is part of the path for becoming a highranking officer in the South Korean government. He had a very clear vision and goal in his life and studied so hard to accomplish it. Dating him, I saw his passion and how he managed his time in pursuing what he wanted to achieve. His goal-oriented lifestyle was impressive and inspirational to me. It was a wake-up call for me to think about my life.
Before meeting him, I had no goal for my life other than to get married and settle down as soon as possible.
When I thought about my future, I did not know what I wanted to do. I struggled to figure out what I could do best. I considered writing, business, and other possibilities.
One day when I saw beautiful flowers decorating the church during Sunday service, it struck me that if I could draw and paint such beautiful flowers, I might be able to honor and please God, so I enrolled in a private academy to learn how to draw. For over a year, I practiced drawing figural sculptures and met with my teacher once a week. Although I began drawing as a hobby, the teacher encouraged me to go back to school and major in art. It was not an easy decision since I already had a job, but I eventually applied to the College of Art at Kyungnwon University (later renamed Gachon University) and began studying art in 1997.
At Kyungwon University, my concentration was fiber art, which I chose because I thought it was a relatively rare major and could be easily expanded to include apparel design. Over the course of five years, I learned the major techniques related to fiber art, including dying, silk-screen printing, felting, weaving, stitching, and embroidering.
Although I was much older than the other students, I was happy. I enjoyed learning about art because I was doing something I liked to do. I was strongly motivated and had clear goals, which pushed me to work hard.
Many of the works I created at Kyungwon University are thematically heavy, realistic, and dark. Through my art, I tried to show the reality behind the surfaces we see each day, a theme I continue to work with today. My artwork often shed light on the unseen dark side of contemporary society in South Korea, such as poverty, prejudice, oppression, discrimination, and inequality. The Eye (Figure 1 ), for example, represents the fact that we do not see the reality of life until we really open our eyes. This mixed media object combines yellow and dark blue threads coiled around firm foam, red wires knitted, and a central photographic collage. Hanging in front are two black plaster hands.
I created this work in a weaving class.
Inside the image of the eye, there is a mixture of pictures that includes a disabled man, an old man and a manual laborer that were combine together to reveal the unpleasant realities of society in South Korea. It is unpleasant because these images represent weak, miserable, and lower-class figures, people most South Korea do not want to welcome as part of their culture. The gorgeous colors of the woman's dress look beautiful at first glance, but the design and color pattern were drawn from a variety of snakes, a creature that many people dislike. I tried to show that a heinous creature could be a beautiful subject for art when negative, prejudiced perceptions about snakes are overcome. Fantasy, 71" x 60", Felting, Mixed Media, 2001 After graduation, I planned to go to graduate school in South Korea, but my husband had the opportunity to study abroad, so I gave up my plans and went with him to Syracuse, New York and later to Blacksburg, Virginia. It was not easy for me to adjust to our new life in the U.S. There were many problems I had to deal with, including culture shock, the language barrier, and financial hardship. But the biggest issue was my health.
For several years, I suffered not only from physical pain brought on by the difficult birth of my second child, but also from psychological depression. 
CHAPTER 3: PAINTING AND THE KWANGJU MASSACRE
In my first semester at Iowa State, I took a painting course, my first, with Professor Brent Holland. Since I had concentrated on textiles and mixed media at Kyungwon University, I did not have any experience with painting. This was a big challenge for me because I was not familiar with basic painting skills and principles.
Because I had never painted before, I lacked confidence and struggled with coming up with an idea for my first painting. Eventually I decided to paint something from my personal experience. I reviewed information about the modern history of South Korea to find out something unique and interesting. While doing this research, I learned more about a tragic incident, the Kwangju Massacre, which is remembered today as an historic turning point toward democratization and away from dictatorship in South Korea. The Kwangju Massacre was also the first major historical event that I myself witnessed, albeit mostly through the university and civilian protests that claimed that the military government was responsible for the Kwangju Massacre. As a college student, I learned about the Kwangju Massacre through videos and books and participated in student/civil protests against the military government.
The Kwangju Massacre occurred from May 18 -27, 1980 . Kwangju is one of South Korea's major cities and is located in the southwestern part of the country. It was one of several cities in which its citizens rose up against Chun Doohwan and his associates, a dictator who tried to take over military and political power after the assassination of President Park Junghee. Park, an army general who had been in office for nineteen years, had also taken power through a coup. General Chun and his soldiers tried to oppress student/civil protests with armed force. During the protest, many innocent people were hurt, which triggered massive resistance from Kwangju citizens. Over the course of ten days, the citizens took up arms to defend themselves and fight against the military troops, but they were ultimately crushed by Chun Doohwan's troops. This event became known as the "5.18," a reference to the date the uprising began. In the end, 3,000 people died. During Chun Doohwan's reign, the incident was represented as a rebellion inspired by Communist sympathizers. But after civil rule was reinstated in 1988, the incident received recognition as an effort to defend democracy from military usurpation. In Figures 3 and 4, I included colorful masks. These were inspired by masks from all over the world and were placed in the paintings as funny objects to make kids happy. I also incorporated two well-known works from art history, Jenny Saville's Plan (1993) and Gustav Klimt's Kiss (1909), to symbolize cultural over-abundance. Saville's heavy body in Figure 3 and Klimt's lovers in gold in Figure 4 offer a striking contrast to the reality of suffering experienced by those connected with the Kwangju Massacre. In Figure 3 , a thin lady is juxtaposed next to Saville's large woman. The thin lady represents youthfulness and happiness. She is wearing makeup and has her hair tied up in a fashionable bun; she is also wearing a colorful short dress with high heeled shoes while holding a very long scarf with two hands, literally spreading happiness from her scarf filled with colorful masks.
In Figure 4 , the Coke bottle has a broken bottom, which is tied to the root of the tree; each root has a different shoe at the end. The broken Coke bottle, also evident in the series of broken bottles in the lower right, symbolize children whose hearts are broken.
The shoes represent the parents who died in the massacre. In this image, the broken- In Figure 5 , a gray mountain of machine guns refers to the weapons used in the Kwangju Massacre and is surrounded by a circle of colorful dancing clowns that I used to convey satirical humor and sadness. In Figure 6 , the colorful water pot plays an important role as a giver of hope for children who survived the Kwangju Massacre. Kids in gray sitting on a shelf represent those who were hurt and damaged psychologically by the massacre. They are the ones who need re-building in hope and happiness. The Way of Life, 8" x 14" each, Lithography, 2012 In the fall of 2012, I took a printmaking class with Professor April Katz. We were presented with five themes to choose from for our semester-long project. I chose "Abstract" and used photolithography plates to create The Way of Life (Figures 7-9 ). For this print, I created five editions and more than ten monoprints.
In The Way of Life, I used windows to symbolize different ways of life or life experiences. The windows are open, reflecting that the weather is warm. However, when the weather is cold, the windows can be closed. I think our lives can also change depending on our circumstances. The windows thus reflect different lifestyles over time as well as individual lives. I also used shifting sunshine to represent the nature of life growth as well as change by using a dark wall on the left side of the image, contrasted with the bright opened windows. Since the sun changes location on its rotation, the sunrays shift to different windows in different time zones across the world. People's lives look very similar until they reach adulthood. As they become adults, life is filled with endless challenges and difficulties. At one point, one may taste the sweetness of life.
Others will only taste the bitterness of a tough life filled with realities like illness, accidents, wars, and disasters. This is the universal life cycle most people will experience during his or her lifetime.
The logs in the upper right-hand corner of each print represent individual human beings living together. All of the logs are made from the same wooden material, but they come in all different shapes and sizes just as people's lives differ.
I used already-printed wallpaper for the substrate. It had a variety of beautiful images from nature such as flowers, leaves and trees. The window imagery printed on top of the wallpapers combines well, both visually and conceptually, and together they represent the deep relationship between human life and nature. For this series, I initially created ten drawings and then transferred them onto polyester lithographic plates (Smart Plate) using a black Sharpie pen. This simple plate enabled me to use lithography to develop the images with a variety of colors and also allowed me to register multiple plates. Altogether I created ten images on ten separate plates. Hand-made stencils, string, and thread were used to modify the plates when printing. The images were combined and integrated with varying background textures, color, and value contrast to create a related group of prints with an effective visual impact. The images were layered together and show depth and distance. They are compelling. Figure 14 shows a little girl eating noodles while squatting on a street corner. Figure 15 shows a mother who is unable to hold her baby while breastfeeding because her hands were covered with fish waste from the fish that she was selling. No water was available to wash her hands, so the older daughter assists her mom by holding the baby up to her mother's breast. Figure 16 shows an old homeless woman sleeping on the street. The Hands series (Figures 17-19 ) was inspired by my art residency experience in Venice, Italy. In Venice, there are many people who make their living by drawing the city landscape. I met one of these street artists at the Plaza Marco Polo. He was an elderly man who had been painting the scenery of the city for twenty-five years. We spoke for a long time. He seemed so proud of his country's cultural heritage. He also assumed that South Korea's cultural heritage could not compare to that of his country. Taking a quick peak at his work, I saw his hands. He was drawing various scenes of Venice in a very prompt, but masterly manner. Watching his hands at work, I was inspired. They were very old, and I could only guess how much time he must have spent to be able to draw that skillfully. Thereafter, his hands became a subject and symbol in my artwork, representing an old but proudly presented cultural heritage.
I created The Hands series using relief printmaking methods. After printing editions, I made monoprints, unique, one-of-a-kind prints. Relief printmaking is a process that uses carving tools to shape a block of wood, incising a design into the surface. I specifically created woodcuts for this series. Random marks and background textures were made on Plexiglas and then printed on BFK paper multiple times. Triangle stencils were used and two or three different ink colors were blended and layered together. This process created the background's depth and ambiguous space. After the background was completed, the hands, which had been carved on a wood block, were printed on top of the background layer. Centered placement of the hands within the compositional space creates visual stability. Subdividing the space into these horizontal sections, the monoprint background and the texture of the hands are visually well blended. I chose the colors of each print from nature, such as the blue of water and sky, and the reds of a garden of flowers. The water pattern used for the background was inspired by Venice, where water is an abundant part of everyday life.
I believe that hands often reflect the nature and characteristics of a person's life.
They represent the age, gender, and history of an individual. With The Hands series, I
wanted to show how different and yet universally invaluable a person's life is. For The Hands, I was greatly influenced by Kathe Kollwitz, a German printmaker, and sculptor in the early 20 th century. Kollwitz's works depict emotionally negative feelings such as concern, sadness, nervousness, and distress. Kollwitz sought to express meaning or emotional experience rather than physical realities in her artworks.
Kollwitz effectively conveys the emotional concerns of her subjects through their hands. (Figure 20 ) depicts a girl with closed eyes. The mother's hands are slightly touching the child's face while the child sleeps leaning against her mother's knee. The child appears unstable. Although the child looks very weak, the hands around the face are protective, but at the same time, anxious. This work by Kollwitz was created in soft tones of gray and its background is somewhat ambiguous.
The Baby's Head on His Mother's Arm
The Widow (Figure 21 ) employs bold contrasts between the black and white values used. The white hands crossing over the black figure, and the woman's white head leaning on her black shoulder visually express the subject's emotions. This print is an example of Expressionism. Kollwitz's strong images and concepts provided a powerful impact on the German people not only during her lifetime, but also on me, many years after her death.
Dancing Gele (Figure 22 ) is a very large print. To create it, I used a steamroller to print the woodblock image on fabric, which was 100 x 50 inches in size. A steamroller is a large, heavy, and slow-moving vehicle with a roller on front that is traditionally used to flatten the surfaces of roads during construction. The print is black ink on fabric that was hand-dyed in pink, yellow, gray, and purple dyes. Eight individual black shapes were juxtaposed together and an organic negative background space was created.
The photographs of J.D.Okhai Ojeikere, which I saw at the Venice Bienniale, inspired me. These photographs showed women in Nigeria wearing special head wraps called "Gele." The Gele is a part of the traditional outfit worn by Yoruba women, who make up one of the largest ethnic groups in West Africa. The Gele is manipulated to stand away from the head, creating an enormous headpiece. Over time, and with more wealth becoming available to commoners, the size and the quality of the workmanship and fabrication of the Gele became a powerful symbol of a woman's socio-economic status. 20 Euros. 12"x 9" Photography, Painting, Digital, 2014 Photography, Digital, 2014 To create this digital work, which was done in Photoshop, I laid out a rough texture and a white bridge for the background. Two children walk together near the top of the bridge. The images of the old artist and the two little kids represent an older and newer generation respectively. I emphasized the bridge as a focal point to imply the connection between the old and the new. The old man is drawing a beautiful historical building on his paper, while he is looking toward the little kids to suggest that his interest in Italy's cultural heritage can be passed down to a new generation. Italy's cultural heritage can even to be shared with foreign "kids" from a faraway land such as myself.
My conversation with this artist in Venice was an eye-opening experience, and together with a course I took with Professor April Eisman the previous year, "Art and The looted artworks were to later stock a museum in Germany that was to be built during the Third Reich. In the film, the narrator used the word "art treasure" repeatedly, drawing my attention to the term. I had seldom before thought of artwork as a public "treasure" which belongs to the world. This movie helped me to rethink the nature and value of creating art beyond the personal level. In addition to the beautiful city of Venice, I also experienced the 55 th Venice
Biennale, a major exhibition of contemporary art that takes place once every two years in
Venice. I was overwhelmed by the art on display as well as by the architecture of Venice.
Meeting people in Venice, I discovered that Italians are very proud of their own culture and cultural heritage. However I also saw that Venice has limited economic options for its citizens, thus, most Venetians depend on tourism for their livelihood. In fact, the cost of living is so high that most people who work there cannot afford to live on the island. War, when he was a teenager. He lived in poverty in North and South Korea due to the war, and thus, he rarely ate rice, but instead ate potatoes, which were much cheaper.
Today, he no longer eats potatoes. I learned from an American colleague that potatoes were food for the poor in the U.S. during the Great Depression. I came to believe that potatoes can be used as a symbol of poverty in many countries. To contrast poverty and richness, I juxtaposed potatoes with a building, the Santa Maria Della Salute church in Venice.
In Marching Band (Figure 30 ), I compared the cultural heritage of western and eastern cultures by juxtaposing a marching band from Disney World with China's terracotta army. The marching band is a group of entertainers in Disney World. They use their musical talents to make their living and wear long, metallic stilts to appear taller.
When I took their picture, they reminded me of the Beatle's cover album for Sgt. Pepper.
In contrast, I used China's terracotta army, created for the tomb of China's first emperor, Qin Shi Huang. These sculptures present the power of authority and cultural richness in China. 
